
 
We're experiencing a global crisis, but in an unusual 
form, a crisis putting at risk the economy, institutions, 
policy, administration and our values too.
Italy, Europe and the whole world are shocked, and the 
storytelling is dominated by daily bulletins, not letting time and 
space for broader reflections aimed to treasure this situation and the
economic, environmental and social crisis to imagine the reconstruction 
of the world after the pandemic.
 
Europe is the core of a fight between conservative forces and hope of transition and transformation, but as the ones are well represented
by northern european governments – set to keep their cultural, eonomical and political hegemony on the EU agenda – some reforming
requests are pushed without true belief by countries in the mediterranean Europe, incapable to think outside the dominant paradigms. 
 
Social movements have had the merit of identifying different answers and solutions, suggesting to balance the human systems
developments and the biosphere needs of recovering. Their vision ability must help us now to organize the wayout from the crisis and
what will come next. We didn't have such a space to reverse the global narrative on the future since the postwar period.  
 
The pandemic is showing the fragility of our societies, economy and democracy systems. In the face of this clear evidence, we can't
accept proposals coming from institutions, industry and part of the scientific community trying to bring us back to the former and
ruinous scheme. The answer to this crisis must get to the root of the problems, removing factors that make our societies so vulnerable and
unequal. 
 
Europe has evolved it's secular colonial dominion in a neoliberal vision, which has gradually redesigned national and international
institutions from the early twentieth century, with the goal of protecting the market from democracy “irrationality”. Now this is
architecture is preventing our governments and parliaments from responding with the necessary speed to the demands of services,
work and ecological transition coming from communities, hungry of fundamental rights and new basical needs emerged because of
this crisis.
 
The market regime that rules our existence today makes profit from all the biosphere, commodifying and speculating on the basic
elements of life itself (oxigen, hydrogen, carbon and their compounds) is a system working only for a small number of people at the
expense of the many. 
 
We must reverse the trend now. We ask that economic resources rised in these hours and in the future, will be  subject to rigorous and
participatory impact assessments, to trigger an urgent ecological transition. They need to be used to strengthen public services (like
health, that in Italy was cut by 37 billion euros in ten years), to give a better remuneration and protection of workers, and to non
polluting companies. We can't accept another bailout of big and unsustainable companies at the expense of people and territories, and we
can't even accept security measures not balanced by prevention and care measures strong as much. We won't tolerate privacy
violations and suspension of the rule of law on the wave of the emergency.
 
 
 
 

(RE)BUILDING
THE WORLD
AFTER THE
PANDEMIC



a participatory and transparent elaboration and evaluation of all the measures needed to stem old and new crises aggravated by
Covid-19. We can do this enhancing the experience of social movements, unions, associations, networks of the transformative
economy, in order to avoid the wrong paths that led us to the edge;
a stronger collective bargaining space for workers, so they can get the most appropriate tools to avoid poverty;
innovative measures like basic income against poverty and marginalization, in order to close the gap of inequalities after the crisis;
an appropriate levy on profits of multinational corporations, to prevent them from dumping the burden of reconstruction on people
and the planet;
the full re-publicization of fundamental services, like water, energy, transport, health and education;
a moratorium on trade negotiations and the revision of all free trade and investment agreements, which now are blocking expansive
economic policies;
the end of budgetary constraints and wrong or incomplete indicators used to assess the economic performances of countries the
immediate
financing of the most ambitious measures in the EU green deal, putting strong conditions on the aids given to the industry;
the diversion of military spending to sustain the ecological transition; 
a moratorium on big infrastructure and fossil fuels projects, cutting their subsidies and using them to decontaminate the areas wasted
by the extraction  of profit from nature;
the liberation of the scientific system from private and commercial interests, to strengthen research and to make it serve the public
interest.

Political actions have to prioritize support hungry people, homless, people living in ghettos, people who don't have acces to sanitation and to
all the most vulnerable groups. They don't have the means to survive this pandemic and the crisis coming after. That's why public
services needs to be considered as common goods.
 
There's a thing this crisis made crystal clear: the irrationality of austerity and the balanced budget, turning people to numbers based on a
dogma imposed by forces which forged the narrative on the future to consolidate the actual power relationships.
 
Solutions choosed for recovering the system after the 2008 crisis have tightened poverty and inequalities, but this time can take
another way to challenge the Covid-19 pandemic. This maybe the last opportunity to direct efforts to the building of an equal and
ecological society, but we've to link economical flows to deep reforms of scientific, economic and production systems. Only in this way
we'll be able to provide societies with greater resilience from the impacts of climate change.
 
The response to the pandemic, to push us towards a  fairer world, has to ensure:

 
These are some of the key points we want to highlight in a new public debate that has to be wide and participated. Together we can
treasure this crisis, strongly react to climate change, work to strenghten democracies and the most progressive visions of human
cooperation in the web of life.

ORGANIZATIONS – Campagna Stop TTIP Italia | Coordinamento nazionale No Triv | A Sud Onlus | Forum Italiano dei Movimenti per
l’Acqua | Movimento No Tav | ARCI | Attac Italia | Un Ponte Per | ISDE Italia | Fairwatch | Terra! | Navdanya International | Movimento
Consumatori | Rete di Cittadinanza e comunità | Stop Biocidio | Partito Umanista | Cittadini e lavoratori liberi e pensanti di Taranto| Fridays
For Future Pisa | Fridays For Future Roma | Fridays For Future Parma | Fridays For Future Napoli | Fridays For Future Carrara | Movimento
Cooperazione Educativa | Climate Save Italia | Fondazione Capta | No Scorie International | Disarmisti Esigenti | Transform! Italia |
Associazione Botteghe del Mondo | Terra Nuova Edizioni | Comune Info | ReOrient Onlus | Cantiere delle Idee | Unione degli Studenti |
Rete della Conoscenza | Link Coord. Universitario | Italia che cambia | Movimento SìAMO | Associazione Ambiente e Salute | Planet 2084 |
Coordinamento Comitati Sardi | Abruzzo Beni Comuni | MAG4 Piemonte | Armonia degli Opposti | Associazione Bianca Guidetti Serra |
Coordinamento Comitati No Triv del Val di Noto | Mamme di Marco No Tav | No Triv Lombardia | No Triv Sicilia | No Tunnel TAV Firenze |
Coord. Comitati NO Cr-Mn e NO Ti-Bre | RES Lombardia (Rete dell’Economia Solidale lombarda) | RESS Roma | Consorzio siciliano Le Galline
Felici | ES Martesana (Economia Solidale della Martesana) | Noi, Ambiente e Salute | CostituzioneBeniComuni | Salviamo il Paesaggio
CalascoCremonese | UGI – Scaffale Ambientalista | Gruppo ecologico EI Muroon | WWF Cremona | Legambiente Cremona – Circolo Verde
verde | Cittadini democrazia e partecipazione | Basta Veleni Brescia | R.AS.P.A. (Rete Autonoma Sibaritide e Pollino per l’Autotutela) |
Associazione Irene | GAS del Parco di Milano | GAS Baggio | APS Amici della Ludoteca – Cassina de’ Pecchi (Mi) | Associazione Acqua Bene
Comune Pistoia | Associazione Alleanza Beni Comuni Pistoia | Obiettivo Periferia | CSOA La Strada | Parents For Future Pisa, Melegnano,
Salerno, Forlì, Castelfranco Emilia, Torino, Arezzo, Cernusco sul Naviglio, Bari, Val Nure
INDIVIDUALS – Silvia Stilli, Portavoce AOI | Francesco Martone | Alfio Nicotra, giornalista | Emanuele Leonardi, Università di Parma | Emilio
Molinari | Loris Caruso, Scuola Normale Superiore | Silvano Brandi | Maria Luisa Paroni | Maria Grazia Bonfante | Dina Rosa | Claudio
Giambelli | Ornella Berniet | Andrea Serra, Collettivo nazionale DIEM 25 | Elena Battaglini, Fondazione Di Vittorio | Roberto Giordano, FIOM
Lazio


